Abstract-To explore the constraint range of geographic video space, is the key points and difficulties to video GIS research. Reflecting by spatial constraints in the geographic range, sports entity and its space environment between complicated constraint and relationship of video play a significant role in semantic understanding. However, how to position this precision to meet the characteristic behavior extraction demand that becomes research this kind of problem in advance. Taking Rough set theory reference involved, that make measuring space constraint accuracy possible. And in the past, many GIS rough applications are based on the equivalence partition pawlak rough set. This paper analyzes the basic math in recent years in the research of rough set theory and related nature, discusses the GIS uncertainty covering approximation space, covering rough sets, analysis of it in the geographic space constraint the adjustment range.
INTRODUCTION
GIS is a spatial information system that with the capacity of the collection, storage, management, analysis and description of the earth surface and space distribution [1, 2] . And the powerful spatial analysis ability provides advantages for understanding GIS semantics, besides it becomes the crucial premise of intelligent security monitoring prototype system by using geographical boundaries. The scale is an important concept in geographical spatial cognition, also geographic process and how to extract behavior features to satisfy movement elements have a high degree of dependence to scale, therefore, to study on such problems can be converted into discussion and explore on the positioning constraints space accuracy. But in the traditional processing method of GIS data can appear error or uncertainty, which causes the result is not entirely reliable, even error, will eventually lead to the decision-making mistakes or failure. However, rough Set as a new mathematical tool of knowledge as Deal with uncertainty and fuzzy information recently has widely put into use in GIS [3, 4] . Thus it becomes a new means to measure space constraints accuracy problem.
Studies on spatial data uncertainty at home and abroad mainly focused on space position data [5] and attribute data [6] , and the unsureness of spatial relationships [7] , etc. The point is the study of the uncertainty modeling, precision analysis, transmission method and visual expression [8] [9] [10] . Due to the geographical phenomenon of changing over time, the spatial data can only express one geographical phenomenon in one particular time, by that among of these studies, the considered space targets are mainly to explicitly recognize space entities (such as roads, rivers, etc.), meanwhile the uncertainty is mostly caused by measurement, digital data acquisition, and subsequent spatial analysis [11, 12] . In the approaches, to a large extent to use the methods of observational error processing in geodesy [13] . The vagueness refers to the thing can be clear described by the predefined attributes, but the boundary of the adjacent target is hard to differentiate clearly. Thus, the rough set theory has been widely used in the field of image processing, which includes system simplification, remote sensing image segmentation and remote sensing image recognition, etc. [14, 15] . This paper mainly probes into the uncertainty of this kind of spatial constraint, which includes introducing rough set into the geographical border uncertainty research, besides its basic concepts and essence (in part 2), the expression methods and rules of spatial relationship, and the applied analysis in GIS (in part 3), finally this paper discusses the current research progress, future development and difficulties (in part 4 and part 5).
II. ROUGH EXPRESSION AND REASONING OF SPATIAL RELATIONSHIP

A. Basic conception of rough set
Rough set theory is a mathematical tool proposed by professor Pawlak in 1982 which can quantitative analyze and deal with imprecise, inconsistent, incomplete information and knowledge [16] . Rough set theory, the initial prototype from the relatively simple information model, its basic idea is formed by classified concepts and rules of the relational database, through the classification of the equivalence relation and classification for the target approximate knowledge discovery. And the following are four kinds of rough set basic definitions methods [17, 18] :
1) Equivalence relation and the indiscernibility relationship
Set R is the equivalence relation limited on the U field (Meet the reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity), recorded as R⊆V×U. In U field, all x∈v has the equivalent relation with the collection of R, recorded as [x] R= {y∈U|（x, y）∈R}. U/R indicates all the sets of R constitute of the equivalence classes that is quotient set.
And set R is as the equivalence relation clan, in which P⊆R, and P≠∅. All the intersection of equivalence relations in P is called the indistinguishable relationship of P, which can be recorded as ind(P), and that is [x] ind(p) = ⋂(R∈P)[X]R.
2) The upper approximation, lower approximation and rough sets
The uncertainty of rough set theory is based on the concept of upper and lower approximation. Set R is the equivalence relation limited on the U field, considered to the set X∈U, coupling (RX，RX) is called a rough approximation of X in the approximate space (U, R), and
In which R X, R X indicate the R upper and lower approximation of X respectively. Also the set bnR(X) = RX-RX refers to the R boundary region of X. The rough set defines that when bnR(X) = ∅, means RX=RX, it refers to that X is R accurate sets and when bnR(X) ≠∅, means RX≠RX, it calls X is R rough sets.
3) Variable precision rough set definition
The variable precision rough set definition is the extension of Pawlak rough set, it introduces β (0≤ β< 0.5) to the basic rough set, therefore it should define the majority incorporate coefficient β, before the variable precision rough set.
Definition: Set X and Y are the non-void subset of the limited discourse domain U. If to each e (e∈ X), there is e∈Y, and called it Y includes X that is recorded as X⊆ Y. And also make
In which |x| is the cardinal number of set X and C (x, y) is the relative error resolution of set X regarded to set Y.
Definition: Based on the majority incorporate coefficient relationship, set (U, R) as approximation spaces, in which discourse domain U is non-empty limited set, and R is the equivalence relation on U, U/R = {E 1 , E 2 ,…, E n } is the set constituted of equivalence class or basic set of R. According to X⊆U define the β lower approximation R β and the β upper approximation R β of X, and it approaches to variable precision rough set definition as:
4) Reduction
Set U as a discourse domain, Q and P are defined as two equivalence relation clusters on U besides Q⊆ P, if Q is independent and ind(P)=ind(Q), then call Q is the absolutely reduction of the equivalence relation cluster P and recorded it as red(P). All the absolutely relationship sets in P are the core of equivalence relation cluster P, recorded as core (P).
The most significant difference of rough set theory and other theories of dealing with uncertainty and imprecise problems is about processing not provide any prior information except data collection, so the description of the uncertainty or processing can be said to be more objective [19] , therefore it provides preferential conditions for the study of spatial direction relationship.
B. The Rough thoughts of spatial direction relationship
If it is necessary to integrate the rough set theory to the GIS, must start from the basic data model to establish uncertain, fuzzy geographic data model, so as to solve the two kinds of inaccuracy and fuzzy problems between the direction relationships of the objects, and then solve the uncertainty caused by fuzzy object fuzzy boundary problems. In the spatial relationships [20] , there are fuzzy and precise objects in the space object, therefore, the spatial direction relation can be mainly divided into four types: fuzzy objects and the direction relationship between fuzzy objects, the fuzzy objects and the direction relationship between precise objects, the direction relationship between the fuzzy and precise objects, and also precise objects and the direction relationship between the precise objects. Because the space objects can approximately be expressed by the rough set, the spatial direction relationship between fuzzy and precise objects can be solved by researching on the relationships between its upper and lower rough approximations sets.
Set the fuzzy objects A and B, the upper and lower rough approximations sets of them are RA, RA, RB, RB separately, and adopt 048 to represent the direction relationships of them. When the grading of the direction relationships is as 8, the direction relationship knowledge base is regarded as {N, NE, E, SE, S, W, SW, NW, O}, when the grading is four direction relationships, the knowledge base is regarded as {N, E, S, W， 0}. The rough expression of the spatial objects direction relationships is to represent the concept of complex direction relations as a collection of basic knowledge of the knowledge base. In which the classification knowledge of the discourse domain space is known, and the key is to confirm the relational functions between the concepts and the basic knowledge. There are two kinds of accuracy and fuzziness issues about direction relationships of the objects. The first one is caused by the fuzzy boundaries of the fuzzy objects, and the second one is by the improper methods which are caused by adopting the basic direction relationships of the knowledge base to represent the object direction relationships. The former is inherent, and the latter is the issue of methods and cognition.
The rough expression of spatial direction relationships. Set the extension cord of the outside rectangular of the object A divide the space region into O i (1≤i≤ n), and n is as the resolution ratio of the direction. The membership function of objects B and Oi is as:
The direction relation of objects A and B is O AB = {O i |u(B ∈O i )=1}. Another definition is: the upper and lower rough approximations sets of the fuzzy objects direction relationships
Because the fuzzy and precise objects can be unified expressed by the upper and lower rough approximations sets, 12 | P a g e www.ijarai.thesai.org 5, No.6, 2016 therefore by adopting the rough set is with the ability to unify the approximately express of the direction relationships of the fuzzy and precise objects in the frame, in order to process and reason. The upper and lower rough approximations sets of the fuzzy and precise objects direction relationships are equal, so the boundary is empty, it is consistent with the traditional expression method which eight direction relationship is based on projection, the approximation precision is 1. The boundary of the rough expression of spatial direction relationships is mainly caused by the boundary of the fuzzy objects, so the method can describe the fuzziness direction relationships of the which are caused by the fuzziness of the fuzzy objects boundary, it mainly is to approximately express the fuzzy direction relationship created by the fuzzy objects boundary, but it fail in solving the second kind of inaccuracy and fuzzy issues. [21] III.
GEOGRAPHY SPATIAL RELATION RULES EXTRACTION BASED ON ROUGH SET
A. Rough set expression of spatial relationship
To quantitatively express all kinds of the geological phenomenon spatial relationship, and then effectively converted into the format of the rough set data processing method, is the necessary conditions to use rough set rules to extract major spatial relationship of geological phenomena. Because of the reason that the rough set need to represent the data into the form of a two-dimensional table as processing the data, accordingly it requires to various kinds of geological phenomenon spatial relationship of two-dimensional form.
1) choose spatial relationship:
To aim at the specific issues of the geography, it chooses the specific spatial relationships of the geological phenomenon as the research objects according to the prior knowledge. Such as the respective features of different geological phenomenon: the water cycle, atmospheric circulation, ocean vortex, land usage and coverage, select the major effected spatial relationship factors such as the distance, topology and etc.
2) quantitative expression of spatial relationship:
To aim at the various spatial geological phenomenon, it adopts the appropriate description methods to quantitatively describe the spatial relationships, for example by employing the Euclidean distance to quantitatively describe the distance.
3) Construct spatial relationship decision table:
To convert quantitative description of geological phenomena spatial relationships into the form of a decision table. And the rows of the decision table say the research objects of geological phenomena, on the other side the columns of the decision table represent two parts: The former part known as condition attributes, on behalf of all kinds of geological phenomenon spatial relationships, the latter part of the decision table is decision attributes, the values of them are specific geological results. The values of each row are the quantitative descriptions of spatial relationships approached by various description methods of spatial relationship (except decision attributes). By using this two-dimensional table to express the spatial relationship of geological phenomena, we can employ the method of the rough set to analyze and extract the main spatial relationship rules of the geological phenomenon.
B. The spatial relationship rules extraction
Using the rough set method to process the geological phenomenon of intrinsic spatial relation rules extraction, it is mainly divided into the following steps:
1) The spatial relationship of rough sets expression: aim to the study of geological problems, by the method in Ⅲ (A), do the processing of expressing the geological phenomena of spatial relationship to the data processing format of the rough set --the form of a decision table.
2) Using the discretization method of the rough set theory to get the decision table then to discretize. As the rough set to process the decision table, it requests the values in the decision table expressed by discrete data (such as integer, string type, enumeration type), therefore, before processing the data it must do the decision table discretization.
3) Using the attribute reduction algorithm of the rough set to do the processing of spatial relationship reduction on the space relationship the discrete decision table of the geological phenomenon space relationship, and finally form the space relationship decision rule table. The spatial relationship decision table after reducing then become the space relationship decision rule table. Because the results of the space relationship reduction are not unique, and each reduction result of the space relationship decision table will become one space relationship decision rule table, so the finally, space relationship decision rule table is the "and" of all the space relationship decision rule tables that came from each reduction result. To the final spatial relationship rule, that asks for calculating the coverage and confidence of the spatial relationship decision rules.
IV. ROUGH SET THEORY IN THE APPLICATION OF GIS SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS
A. GIS data
Data analysis is an important part of GIS data processing. Rough set theory has some unique opinions such as knowledge granularity, new membership, which makes rough set particularly suitable for data analysis, therefore, there are some successful applications by using the rough set theory in GIS data analysis, for example, to adopt Worboys to handle the inaccuracy caused by multi-space or multi-semantic resolution ratio [22, 23] models like Theresa based on rough set and EggYolk model study on the fuzzy and uncertainty problems of spatial data [24] ; Du introduces the rough set theory into the expression of direction relationships, and present the direction relationship rough expression method, variable precision rough representation methods and rough reasoning method of direction relationship, which leads to enhance the processing and analysis ability to handle accuracy and fuzziness, and also can unify the direction relationship between the fuzzy objects and the precise objects into a framework [25] ; Shi has already discussed on the rough set theory in the application of GIS uncertainty problems, which shows the rough set theory is 13 | P a g e www.ijarai.thesai.org Intelligence, Vol. 5, No.6, 2016 valuable in GIS uncertainty, but recent researches have not get deeply [26] .
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B. Spatial data mining
GIS is the main part of the spatial database development and contains a large number of spatial and attribute data, which has more rich and complex semantic information than the general database, and hides abundant information, all of these are very necessary for data mining. Spatial data mining means to extract the information users interested in which includes common relationships of spatial patterns and features, or spatial and non-spatial data, and some other general data characteristics hidden in the database data. Accordingly spatial data shows increasing important in the found and remake nature projects of people activity, the research and application of spatial data mining also increasingly aroused concerns, and the rough set theory is one of the important methods introduced to the data mining, in 1995 Theresa Beaubouef tried to describe a database model based on the original rough sets theory, and introduced some rough relational database models which include systems involving ambiguous, imprecise, or uncertain data [27] , and Wang used GIS attribute mining as an example to analyze the application of rough set in GIS data mining [28] .
C. Fuzzy geographical object modeling
The fuzzy object modeling have a wide range of meanings. The real world is complicated and full of all kinds of uncertainty, however in GIS, traditional geographic object modeling only consider the clear objects cannot reflect the complexity and uncertainty of the real world well. That causes the poor decision ability of GIS based on these kind models, which leads to hinder the development of GIS intellectualization. Using rough set to describe fuzzy object, is with the ability to fully represent the fuzziness of fuzzy objects, therefore abundant researches and applications of geographic object modeling based on the rough set theory have emerged, such as the research of Liao [29] is based on the rough set theory to transfer method to consider the polygon boundary of data fuzziness, and to employ the membership function to determine the uncertainty of the polygon boundary. Besides Du [30] combined the advantages of the rough sets and fuzzy sets dealing the fuzziness and uncertainty of the spatial data to express the fuzzy objects, and leads to expand the space data model expressing ability of fuzzy data.
D. The combination of rough set and other soft computing methods
The rough set theory is one kind of soft computing method, and the purpose of the soft computing method is to adapt to the inaccuracy of the real world around, to explore the tolerance to the accuracy, the uncertainty and partial real, and in order to achieve hand lability, robustness, and better contact with reality, whose function model is the mind of human. The main methods of calculating software are with rough sets and fuzzy sets, neural networks, genetic, and the theory of transport, etc. As solving practical problem, to adopt several computing technologies collaboratively rather than mutually exclusively has superiority compared with using one kind of computing technology. And also, it can combine the various sources of knowledge, technology and methods which solving complicated practical problems ask for. Due to the rough set has certain shortcomings as processing the data, it is necessary to combine the rough set method with other uncertain methods. At present, there are some applications of GIS data processing that combined the rough set with other soft computing methods, and the more commonly used is the combination of rough set and neural network or fuzzy sets [31, 32] .
V. CONCLUSION
Rough set theory is a data analysis tool, which provides a powerful tool for the expression of GIS uncertainty information and processing, and offers favorable conditions to solve uncertain boundary space constraints. In which the fuzzy set and probability statistics method are also the commonly used methods dealing with uncertain information, but these methods need some additional information or data prior knowledge, such as fuzzy membership function and probability distribution, however sometimes it is not easy to get the information. On the other hand the rough set theory just use the information provided by the data itself, without any prior knowledge, at the same time has great advantage to reveal and express multi-level spatial knowledge.
To make a better use Rough set theory in GIS, there are still many problems to be solved. Mainly displays in: rough set can only be used for discrete space, and must be qualitative, therefore only apply to raster data, the application of vector data is difficult to determine; Rough set theory to study the expression of uncertainty in spatial analysis: recently rough set is used in attribute data, involved little in the location data uncertainty. Combining rough set and other uncertain methods, it although has made some achievements, but still there is a lot of unsolved problems ask for further research. With the further increasing of GIS data processing requirements, rough set theory is widely used to spatial data processing, at the same time, it will promote the development of the future GIS data processing technology, especially the spatial decision support system.
